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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose a new dispatcher method, which doesn't depend on an operating system of the server, and the direct routing method, by which a server answers a client's request at first hand. And, we propose a new web clustering scheme based on the contents on the web where web servers composed of cluster, each server with different contents, answer client's request. The other purposes are to reduce the overhead of the dispatcher through load balance, and to minimize the time to take in responding to a client's request. The performance of the new web cluster scheme was improved by about 39% than that of the existing RR method. It was identified that the performance of the proposed web cluster method was extraordinarily improved comparing with that of the existing RR method as a whole.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth of Internet on the WWW is increasing Internet traffic. Especially, it is verified that the importance of web on the Internet is growing, considering that a sizable proportion of traffic is about a web service. With the increase of traffic, the way to raise the performance and availability of web server is further made much of and a lot of studies on the web clustering scheme, whose expandability and performance against price is superior, is proceeding to cope with the request for web service. The cluster scheme to improve a system's performance, beyond a limitation of parallel processing scheme, is to connect several servers connected to a network to one server. The cluster scheme based on the WWW service is called web server cluster. On the other hand, there are four methods to realize web cluster by the architecture; Broadcasting method[1], DNS(Round-Robin DNS) method[2], Direct Routing method[3] and Dispatcher method[4]. The existing structure of web cluster is composed of one dispatcher which transfers a client's request to a suitable web server and several server nodes with the same contents. It is a dispatcher way to deliver client's request for service from a dispatcher to the whole servers by a proper scheduling way, not to be concentrated on a special web server. The above explanation is as the following Fig. 1.

All client's requests can be controlled by dispatch method and they can be transferred to a web server through a processing of dispatch. In the other respect, it is too much of an expense to control and change all packets arriving at a dispatcher, and also a traffic jam can occur in the case that client's requests got increased[5]. In the case that a packet(HTML) requiring little data like a text information is transferred, it has little difficulty. However, in the case that packets requiring a great deal of multimedia data like moving picture file, music file and image file are transferred, the load of a special web server is increased and the load of the whole web servers gets unequal even though the load among the web servers is basically equal. Therefore, it spends much time to deal with the packets or any more services may not be possible in the serious case. According to this paper, proposes a new dispatcher method, which doesn't depend on an operating system of the server, and the direct routing method, by which a server answers a client's request at first hand.
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2. THE PROPOSED NEW WEB SCHEME

The purpose of a web cluster scheme proposed in this paper is to reduce the overhead for traffic of dispatcher via load balancing or by providing each different content for each web server and to minimize the time to take to respond to a client's request, not focusing on effective load balancing from a dispatcher to each web server. The proposed structure of web server cluster is as the following Fig. 2.

![Diagram of web server cluster]

Fig. 2. The proposed structure of web server cluster

The proposed new web cluster scheme is composed of a dispatcher, which distributes all requests of clients to web servers with each corresponding content, and three web servers which respond to the request. As each server has its own IP address, clients recognize a dispatcher to be a server. They can access to a single IP address of dispatcher and a web server itself gets hidden. The dispatcher processes by a unit of packet and delivers an IP packet transmitted from a client to the corresponding web server, when a destination address of IP packet header information is changed into an IP address of the real web server and the request is delivered to the real web server. When a requested web server responds to a client, it responds after its address has been converted into an address of dispatcher server. The process of this IP packet header information rewriting is as the following Fig. 3.

![Diagram of IP packet header information rewriting]

Fig. 3. The header information rewriting of IP Packet

On the other hand, as the dispatcher has an index file for the contents of web servers, it delivers the request from a client to the corresponding server. Monitoring web servers, the dispatcher server delivers the request to the content which the user wants, and each weighted web server delivers the load of special content to different web server via the dispatcher. Three web servers have the different types of content. As Fig. 2 shows, Web Server 1 has a static content (HTML, Image, etc.) and Web Server 2 has a multimedia content (ASP, JSP, etc.). Web Server 3 has a dynamic content (ASP, JSP, etc.). The corresponding web server responds to a client's request delivered to the dispatcher server according to each type. The web servers organized with cluster are composed of LAN.

2.1 The principal of operation

The operation of proposed web cluster is as the following Fig. 4. A client requests an address from DNS with URL including the name of dispatcher server and DNS answers the address of dispatcher server. The requested dispatcher server delivers the request to the web server with the corresponding content. The web server that has dealt with the request conceals its address and responds the dispatcher address to the client. The client keeps requesting a service to the dispatcher, not knowing the real address of web server.

![Diagram of web cluster operation]

Fig. 4. The operating principal of new web server cluster

3. SIMULATION AND RESULT

One dispatcher and 3 web servers were installed to evaluate objectively the proposed new web cluster scheme. The specification of a system is as table 1. The network simulator of UC Berkley University, ns-2.1b8a in the operating system, WOW Linux 7.0 was used. The data set used to appraise its performance was sampled from the log files of web server of Hanzhong University. The performance of new web cluster scheme was compared to that of RR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device Name</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>MEMORY</th>
<th>DISK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dispatcher</td>
<td>Pentium 1.7GHz</td>
<td>256MB</td>
<td>80GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Server1</td>
<td>Pentium 1.7GHz</td>
<td>256MB</td>
<td>80GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Server2</td>
<td>Pentium 1.7GHz</td>
<td>256MB</td>
<td>80GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Server3</td>
<td>Pentium 1.7GHz</td>
<td>256MB</td>
<td>80GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The devices used for a test

3.1 The analysis of log files

To realize the new web cluster scheme proposed in this paper, the web server log files of Hanzhong University were analyzed. The number of total requests is 64,691 and the statistics of the requests by the content is as the following Fig. 5.
for static contents, dynamic contents and multimedia contents was observed for RR method and web cluster scheme when the number of requests was respectively 30,000, 40,000, 50,000 and 60,000 for their objectivity.

Fig. 8. The result of performance evaluation of RR method and the proposed web cluster scheme for static contents

As Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show, the performance of new web cluster scheme was improved by about 39% than that of the existing RR method.

Fig. 9. The result of performance evaluation of RR method and the proposed web cluster scheme for dynamic contents

It was identified that the performance of the proposed web cluster method was extraordinary improved comparing to that of the existing RR method as a whole. That's why the short term solution for request had been achieved by the web cluster scheme, unlike the existing method. And also as the load was well distributed at a dispatcher, the increase of traffic of any special web servers could be prevented.
4. CONCLUSIONS

An exponential growth of Internet users results in overload of information supply servers. Besides, as the internet services including web become the important means for such business as electronic-commerce, the continuous service of internet and the fast service response for the clients’ requests are getting important. While the existing method had focused on the study on load balancing to solve the problem, performance of the whole system could be lowered due to the complexity and irregularity of WWW if the load balancing web system was not properly organized. This paper proposes a model that a dispatcher delivers the client's request to the web server having the content suitable for it as the web servers composed of cluster have the individual different contents. The proposed web cluster method has the following virtues, compared to the existing solution.

Firstly, the web cluster scheme, as it has a function of load balancing, prevents the overload of a special web server and operates effectively the performance of the whole web cluster as its overhead for dispatcher is a little. Secondly, unlike the service response of the existing dispatcher method, as it is delivered directly to a client regardless of dispatcher, the response time is reduced. Thirdly, each web server has the individual different server, the client who wants a fast service can get a rapid response. The weakness of new web cluster scheme based on the contents on the web is that service can be paralyzed when a dispatcher is down. Therefore, the next goal of the study on new scheme will be what seeks for the scheme to realize the auxiliary dispatcher convertible when the main dispatcher is down.
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